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Abstract: This paper proposed an accurate and fully automated breast cancer early screening system called the “Breast
Cancer-Caps”. The capsule network is used in this approach for the cancer detection in breast utilizing the thermal
infrared images for the first time. This capsule network is trained with the help of Dynamic as well as Static breast
thermal images dataset consisting of left, right, frontal views along with a new multiview thermal images. These
multiview breast thermal images are fabricated by concatenating the conventional left, frontal and right view breast
thermal images. The other current and popular deep transfer learning models such as Visual Geometry Group 19 (VGG
19), Residual Network 50 (ResNet50V2) and InceptionV3 network are also trained with the aid of same Static and
Dynamic breast thermal images augmented dataset for comparing the performance of these models with the proposed
system. The “Breast Cancer-Caps” system tends to delivers the best testing and validation accuracies as compared to
their other deep transfer learning models. This proposed system delivers an encouraging testing accuracy of more than
99% utilizing the multiview breast thermal images as input over the Dynamic breast thermal images testing dataset.
Whereas the testing accuracies of 95%, 94% and 89% are achieved by the VGG 19, ResNet50V2, InceptionV3 models
respectively over the Dynamic breast thermal images testing dataset utilizing the same multiview breast thermal images
as input.
Key words: Thermal images, breast cancer, capsule network, ResNet50V2, InceptionV3, VGG 19, Static, Dynamic,
multiview

1. Introduction
The most commonly diagnosed cancer in women’s all over the world is the breast cancer malignancy. Its early
diagnosis followed by the prognosis can be very helpful in enhancing the chances of patient’s survival [1]. As
per GLOBOCAN data [2], the breast cancer is the fifth most deadly type of cancer surpassing the lung cancer.
The GLOBOCAN 2020 is an online database providing worldwide cancer statistics and estimates of incidence
and mortality in 185 countries for 36 types of cancer, and for all cancer sites combined. The cancer of breast
originates from the interior lining of the milk ducts or lobules in the breast. The cells of breast cancer are the
outcome of DNA or RNA mutation [3]. The major reasons for this harmful mutation are the excessive use of
chemicals, electromagnetic radiation, viruses, fungi, and mechanical cell-level injury, parasites, heat, water, and
food, free radicals, aging of DNA or RNA etc. [4]. One of the most effective way of diagnosing breast cancer is
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to perform regular screening either manually by the doctor or employing medical imaging techniques [5]. The
various medical imaging techniques such as mammography, histopathology, ultrasound, infrared thermography
etc. are often used by the doctors for the diagnosis of breast cancer. The infrared thermography technique is
mostly used for performing the regular screening of breast in order to detect any sort of abnormality or lesion.
Such regular screening of breasts as a part of normal health checkup is quite imperative for the detection of
breast cancer in early stages and thus reducing its mortality rate. Even some research carried out in the past
is claiming that the infrared thermography technique is quite capable of detecting breast abnormalities prior to
cancer development [6]. At the same time the infrared thermography technique is painless and can be conducted
in a contactless manner, which eventually makes it more popular among the female patients all over the world.
Whereas the mammography, histopathology, and ultrasound techniques are painful, expensive on the part of
patients and also conducted in a noncontactless manner. Therefore, the infrared thermography technique is
mostly prescribed by the doctors as a complementary test for doing the early breast cancer screening. In case
of cross-validating a suspicious breast thermal images, it is the mammography or histopathology techniques
used by the doctors in order to reach a final diagnostic decision [7, 8]. The thermography technique utilizes
the concept of capturing the infrared radiation emitted from the skin of breast, which determines bilateral
symmetry patterns in normal cases. Any variation in such symmetry patterns will highlights the presence of
anomalies or presence of cancer cells [9]. Generally the Static and Dynamic are the two acquisitions protocols
used for the recording of breast thermal infrared images [10, 11]. The Dynamic thermal images are obtained
during a particular period of time surpassing the cooling step [12], whereas the Static thermal images are taken
at any point of time and one per patient at different angles.
The various computer aided diagnosis (CAD) systems based on machine learning and deep learning are
developed in the last decade for the automated early detection and screening of various cancer type classification
[13]. The existence of these CAD systems are even more important in present time, where the whole world is
experiencing an extreme deficiency of physicians as well as medical facilities for the purpose of diagnosis and
treatment of patients in real time [14]. A substantial and quality research is carried out during the last two years
in order to develop CAD systems for the automated breast cancer detection majorly utilizing the Mammography,
Ultrasound, Infrared thermography and other imaging modalities, which could assist the doctors. The current
research trend lies in the development of CAD systems based on deep learning and deep transfer learning models
for the correct binary classification into breast normal and abnormal cases. Especially thermography is more
popular among the doctors for doing the regular annual screening of women breast as a part of normal health
checkup. Due to this fact, there is an imperative need to develop more accurate and eﬀicient CAD systems
for performing the early screening of breast thermography images into normal or abnormal images. The other
contributions of this research study are stated below:
1. This research article presents an accurate fully automated breast cancer screening system based on
the capsule network utilizing both the Static and Dynamic thermal images for the first time.
2. This research article presents a novel idea of training the capsule network with the help of a multiview
breast thermal images, which can be fabricated by concatenating the conventional left, right and frontal views
breast thermal images for the first time. Then experimentation and simulation is done to showcase that these
multiview concatenated thermal images tend to deliver better results as compared to the conventional single
view thermal images.
3. This research article also presents a brief experimentation utilizing both types of i.e. Static and
Dynamic breast thermal images to showcase which acquisition protocol type delivered better results during
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training and testing phase.
There are total six sections present in this research study. Initially the basic information regarding the
breast cancer disease and its diagnosis utilizing the infrared thermal images along with the role of machine &
deep learning for automating this procedure is well presented in the introduction section. Then the literature
review section presents some of the major state of the art automated approaches utilizing the infrared breast
thermal images for the breast cancer detection and also the grey areas presents in this research domain. The
third section is all about illustrating the proposed method including the brief dataset description, preprocessing
and augmentation for increasing the number of training samples along with the description and algorithm of the
proposed “Breast Cancer-Caps” system based on the capsule network. The next section is the results section,
which presents the performance of the proposed system along with the performance of the VGG19, ResNet50,
InceptionV3 based systems used for the comparison over the test static and dynamic breast thermal images
dataset. The discussion section presents the merits and issues associated with the training as well as testing of
the proposed “Breast Cancer-Caps” system using the left, right frontal and multiview breast thermal images.
Finally the conclusion section simply presents a brief analysis of the performance of the proposed “Breast
Cancer-Caps” over all four views of breast thermal images and some deep insights of this study to be used in
the future.

2. Literature review
The machine learning based approaches for the breast cancer detection utilizing the thermal images generally
consist of three major stages i.e. segmentation, feature extraction as well as reduction and last classifier training.
When it comes to the accurate breast cancer region of interest segmentation, Fuzzy c-means, Otsu’s thresholding,
level-set methods, the edge based segmentation, k-means, extended hidden Markov model, etc., are used
commonly. Then gray level cooccurrence matrices (GLCM) features, gray level run length (GLRL), Haralick,
gray level size zone matrix (GLSZN) and neighborhood grey tone difference matrix (NGTDM) methods, etc.,
[15–17] are used for the purpose of feature extraction. The various popular machine learning classifiers such as
support vector machine (SVM), naïve Bayes (NB), random forest (RF), AdaBoost, k-nearest neighbor (kNN),
decision tree, least square support vector machine (LSSVM), etc., [18–21] are trained with the aid of extracted
features in order to perform accurate classification. The approaches based on these methods tend to deliver 90%
to 97% accuracies over the local as well as global datasets of breast thermal images. The majority of existing
approaches for the breast cancer detection utilizing the thermal images are based on the conventional machine
learning classifiers, whereas the number of approaches based on deep learning and deep transfer learning is far
less. This very fact is also proved with the help of a graph 1 presented in Appendix 1, which showcases the
comparison among the number of research and review articles published related to the breast cancer classification
utilizing the thermal images based on machine learning and deep learning as per IEEE Xplore and PubMed
research databases.
The deep learning or deep transfer learning based breast cancer classification consists of only one major
stage i.e. tuning and training of convolutional neural networks utilizing the augmented or normal large size
breast thermal images datasets. These deep learning based approaches are completely automated as the various
convolutional layers consisting of filters tend to perform the segmentation, features extraction and training
by themselves. Some of the recent and accurate breast cancer detection approaches utilizing the thermal
images have used the MobileNet, InceptionNet, VGG 16, VGG 19, ResNet152, ResNet18, ResNet101, ResNet50,
ResNet34, etc. [22–25]. A brief comparison among these state of the art thermography based breast cancer
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classification approaches is presented with the aid of Appendix 1. From the literature review above, the following
points can be concluded as follows:
1. Deep learning based approaches are fully automated and also tend to be more accurate as compared
to the machine learning based approaches. The capsule networks are the evolving and new class of neural
networks, which tend to deliver better results in various cancer classification and other computer vision tasks.
So there is a need to develop a fully automated capsule network based breast cancer screening system using the
thermal infrared images as no such system exists until now. The other reason of using the capsule network is
the fact that this class of neural network tends to perform better on the augmented datasets as compared to
other deep transfer learning models.
2. The majority of all the abovementioned approaches have only used the frontal view breast thermal
images for breast cancer classification. There is no approach proposed yet, which even tried experimentation
with the different views of breast thermal images. A breast multiview concatenated thermal image consisting
of front, left and right may represent more information and hence proved to be more useful for getting good
results.
3. Experimentation is also required to do with respect to the usage of Static and Dynamic thermal images
for the training as well as testing purpose just to showcase which of these two thermal acquisition protocols are
delivering better results. None of the approaches has done this type of experimentation.

3. Proposed approach
The preprocessing along with augmentation and training of capsule network is the major stages of this proposed
approach for the binary breast cancer classification into normal or abnormal cases. The overall proposed
approach is well presented with the help of Figure 1 below:

Figure 1. The overall proposed approach based on the capsule network utilizing the multiview breast thermal images
for the breast cancer detection.
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3.1. Dataset description
The DMR-IR dataset [16] is used in this research study1 . This is the only database available for the breast
thermal images consisting of images acquired using both the Static and Dynamic protocol. In this database,
breast thermal images of 287 women volunteers are present. These thermal images are acquired with the aid
of thermal camera i.e. FLIR SC-620 at resolution of 640 × 480 with thermal sensitivity of 40 mk (at 20 °C).
For this study and in order to cover the entire breast region, we have taken per patient three lateral views i.e.
left, frontal and right of Static as well as Dynamic thermal images of 150 subjects for training purposes. Out
of these 150 subjects in which 80 are unhealthy and 70 are healthy subjects. Hence the training Static breast
thermal images dataset consist of total 600 concatenated multiview, left, right and frontal views thermal images
of both the healthy and unhealthy subjects. Whereas the training Dynamic breast thermal images dataset
consist of total 600 concatenated multiview, left, right and frontal views thermal images of the healthy and
unhealthy subjects. For the testing purpose, Static and Dynamic testing dataset consist of thermal images of
50 subjects in which 25 are diagnosed as healthy and remaining 25 are diagnosed as unhealthy subjects (having
breast cancer). The Static testing dataset consist of 50 multiview, 50 left, 50 right and 50 frontal view breast
thermal images of both the healthy and unhealthy subjects. Similarly, the Dynamic testing dataset consist of
50 multiview, 50 left, 50 right and 50 frontal view breast thermal images of both the healthy and unhealthy
subjects.
3.2. Preprocessing and augmentation
Initially, both Static and Dynamic thermal images undergo cropping, contrast enhancement, normalization
and lastly resizing as preprocessing steps. Then multiview breast thermal images are generated by initially
concatenating the left, frontal and right views with the aid of hconcat() function used for the horizontal
concatenation and vconcat() function used for the vertical concatenation available in the libraries of the OpenCv
and NumPy in Python. These images are transformed into the thermal images of dimension 480 × 120, as this
size as input offered the best accuracy quotient with least training time. Now both these preprocessed Static
and Dynamic datasets are augmented with the help of the ImageDataGenerator function of Keras. These two
datasets now underwent augmentation utilizing data generation of 4 types like rotation range, shear range,
rescaling and zoom range [26, 27]. After doing a number of experiments, the best values for rotation range =
5, shear range = 0.02, zoom range = 0.02 and rescale = 1./255. The augmentation is done in order to have
a large size dataset of infrared breast thermal images, so the capsule network model trains perfectly and the
problem of over fitting is avoided.
3.3. Capsule network
Primarily the capsule network consist of capsules and in turn these capsules are the clusters of neurons [28].
The different instantiation parameters of the concerned entity are represented by the activity vectors of the
neurons of a capsule. Whereas the probability that a spatial entity exists is denoted by the length of these
vectors. In conventional neural network, the pooling layers are held responsible for most of the deficiencies. The
performance issues related to pooling’s layers are overcome with the aid of routing by agreement principle used in
the capsule network [29]. The first layer generated output are send to the next layer consisting of parental level
capsules in this routing by agreement principle, as all the capsules attempts to classify the parental capsules’
1 http://visual.ic.uff.br/dmi
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outputs with even different capsules’ coupling coeﬀicient [30]. An increase in the coupling coeﬀicient of the
related capsules is caused due to the anticipated conformations of the parent capsules objectified outputs. As
the capsule x is lx therefore its exposure for the y parent capsule is computed employing the formula illustrated
with the help of Equation 1 as:
l

′

y|x

(1)

= Oxy lx .

The ly|x simply represents the y th higher layer capsule anticipated vector of its output as compared in the
preceeding layers by the x capsule. The Oxy is the coeﬀicient weighted matrix as a result of regressive process.
The hxy as the coupling coeﬀiceint, which totally depends on the amount of conformations of the parent capsules
as well as the beneath layers. This hxy is represented with the aid of Equation 2:
∑
hxy = exp(gxy )/
exp(gxz ).

(2)

z

At the beginning of the process, the gxy is equal to zero and its simply represents the probability of log for
determining, if capsule y is coupled to capsule x or not. So the qy parent capsule input vector is well defined
with the aid of Equation 3 as:
qy =

∑

hxy l

′

(3)

y|x .

x

Equation 4 simply defined that the initial vector can be employed to get the final output of each capsule. This
equation also makes sure that capsules output never go above 1 value.
2

2

my = ||qy || qy /(1 + ||qy || ) ||qy |.

(4)

The y’s capsule output as well as the input vector are denoted by the terms qy and my . Since the probability of
log updates in innumerable in this routing process. Which also means that the large inner product is produced
due to the agreements between my and l( y|x) exploiting the realities of the two supportive vectors. Finally,
Equation 5 represents the coupling coeﬀicients as well as the mxy agreement for amending the log probability.
fxy = my . l

′

y|x

(5)

The loss function is computed with the aid of Equation 6 below. It is a function that intends to give high loss
value on capsules processing parameters of long output instigation types especially when the entity existence is
not recorded.
(
)2
2
tz = Rz max 0, m+ − ||mz || + δ(1 − Rz )max(0, ||mz || − m− )
(6)
Whenever k class exist, the value of Rz is 1 otherwise 0. Since important parameters such as δ , m− , m+ are
prior established, the learning procedure starts.
3.3.1. The proposed capsule network architecture
The architecture of our proposed capsule network for the breast cancer detection simply consist of four layers
along with an input layer, which takes a breast thermal images image of dimension 480 × 120. Then followed by
a convolutional layer (Conv2D) consisting of “Relu” activation function and 256 filters in order to extract the
primary feature maps. In this layer, every capsule consists of kernel size of 9 with stride value two. The next
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layer is the primary capsule layer, which divides the features maps into capsules. In this layer, a weight matrix
of size 8 × 16 is multiplied to each capsule after convolution. Finally, the operations of squashing and dynamic
routing are applied to each capsules in the digitacaps layer [31]. This layer is an auxiliary layer to replace each
capsule with its length and is used for performing the correct classification and delivers output as the normal
or abnormal breast. The architecture of the proposed capsule network for breast cancer screening is illustrated
with the help of Figure 2. The model summary of the proposed capsule network for breast cancer screening is
illustrated with the help of Appendix 2. The algorithm of the proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” based on capsule
network is given below as proposed breast cancer-caps algorithm:

Figure 2. The proposed capsule network architecture for the breast cancer screening.

3.4. Comparison approach
The VGG19 [32], ResNet50 [33] and InceptionV3 [34] deep transfer learning (DTL) models are employed for
the purpose of comparison and evaluation on both the datasets i.e. Static and Dynamic breast thermal images
datasets. Initially, three models are properly fine-tuned and trained using the same Static and Dynamic breast
thermal images augmented datasets. The objective of this comparison is to present the fact that how eﬀiciently
these popular and complex DTL models perform on the abovementioned datasets in comparison with the capsule
network. The VGG19, ResNet50V2 and InceptionV3 DTL models hyperparameters values are chosen based on
a experimental method [35] offering the best performance and presented with the help of Table 1. The Adam
[36] as an optimizer technique is used for weight adjustment along with the 0.00001 learning rate and mini batch
size of 16 for all the three DTL models. The overall algorithm for the comparison approach is given below as
comparison approach algorithm:
4. Results
The Python 3.6 is used as an implementation programming language along with the Google Colaboratory (colab)
platform is used for the experimentation and simulation in this research study. This result section consists of
two subsections. The first section illustrates the performance of the proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system
1810
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Algorithm 1 Proposed breast cancer-caps algorithm.
Input:
1. Augmented Dynamic breast thermal images dataset consists of normal and abnormal images
2. Augmented Static breast thermal images dataset consists of normal and abnormal images
Output: The Fine-tuned and trained capsule network as the ”Breast Cancer-Caps”
Procedure:
1: Preprocess the breast thermal images taken from the DMR-IR database in order to remove the noise,
symbols and artifacts and develop two datasets i.e. Static and dynamic breast thermal images datasets.
2: Then generate a multiview breast thermal image by concatenating the conventional frontal, left and right
breast region views in both these Static and Dynamic breast thermal images datasets using the hconcat()
and vconcat() functions available in the OpenCV and NumPy libraries.
3: Then perform the augmentation of both these datasets using the Keras ImageDataGenerator function of
four types i.e. rotation range = 5, shear range = 0.02, zoom range = 0.02 and rescale = 1./255.
4: These augmented datasets images are resized to respective dimensions of 480 × 120 for the capsule network.
As the capsule network is based on the routing by agreement principle and its step by step procedure as
under:
′
Routing_CapsNet ( l y|x , I, n)
I Initialize log prior probabilities (logit) of all capsules in a layer (x) and above layer (y) for all capsule
x in layer n and capsule y in layer n+1: gxy ←0 .
II Repeat steps III to VI for i th times.
III Compute softmax function i.e. how capsule (x) of layer (n) is coupled to capsule above layer (n+1)
for all capsule x in layer n: softmax (gx )
IV Compute input to a capsule (y) in just above layer (n+1)
∑
′
for all capsule y in layer n+1: qy = x hxy l y|x
V Compute output of a capsule (y) in just above layer (n+1) using squash function
2

2

for all capsule y in layer n+1: my =||qy || qy /(1+||qy || ) ||qy ||
VI Update initial log it for next iteration
′

for all capsule x in layer n and capsule y in layer n+1: gxy ←gxy +my . l

y|x

VII Return output of the capsule y Return my
5:

The capsule network tends to converge at 500 epochs as the training loss remains constant after this.

using various performance evaluation metrics utilizing the single views as well as multiview breast thermal
images. As the two i.e. Static and Dynamic testing datasets are prior developed from the DMR-IR database
and consist of breast thermal images of multiview, left, right and frontal view of 25 breast cancer patients as
unhealthy subjects and 25 healthy subjects. The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, F1 score, mean
square error [37], cross entropy loss [38], area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC)
[39, 40] and Kappa coeﬀicients [41] are the performance evaluation metrics used. The performance of the
proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system over both the Static and Dynamic testing datasets are presented with
the help of Table 2. The testing procedure is repeated five times and the mean values of the performance
evaluation metrics are presented in Table 2. Whereas the best confusion metrics obtained during this testing
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Table 1. The VGG19, InceptionV3 and ResNet50V2 hyperparameters values.

DTL models parameters
Input image size
Number of layers
Learning rate
Batch size
Number of epochs for training
Momentum
Optimizer

VGG19
224 × 224
19
0.00001
16
500
0.9
Adam

InceptionV3
299 × 299
48
0.00001
16
500
0.9
Adam

ResNet50
224 × 224
50
0.00001
16
500
0.9
Adam

Algorithm 2 Comparison approach algorithm.
Input:
1. Augmented Dynamic breast thermal images dataset consists of normal and abnormal images
2. Augmented Static breast thermal images dataset consists of normal and abnormal images
Output:The fine-tuned and trained VGG 19, ResNet50 and InceptionV3 models for breast cancer screening
Procedure:
1: Preprocess the breast thermal images taken from the DMR-IR database in order to remove the noise,
symbols and artifacts and form two datasets i.e. Static and Dynamic breast thermal images datasets.
2: Then generate a multiview breast thermal images by concatenating the conventional frontal, left and right
breast views in both these Static and Dynamic breast thermal images datasets.
3: Then perform the augmentation of both these datasets using the Keras ImageDataGenerator function of
four types i.e. rotation range = 5, shear range = 0.02, zoom range = 0.02 and rescale = 1./255.
4: These augmented datasets images are resize to respective dimensions of 224 × 224 for the VGG 19,
ResNet50V2 and dimension of 299 × 299 for the InceptionV3 DTL models.
5: The fine tuning and training of three DTL models are done over both the augmented datasets.
6: The VGG19 models tend to converge at 100 epochs but trained till 500 epochs.
7: Whereas, the ResNet50 and InceptionV3 tend to converge at 200 epochs but trained till 500 epochs.

phase over the Static and Dynamic breast thermal testing datasets are presented in Appendix 3. The proposed
”Breast Cancer-Caps” system is delivering 100% training accuracy over the 70% augmented dataset and more
than 96% validation accuracy over the remaining 30% augmented dataset. The ROC curve obtained over the
validation testing dataset as well as the graph depicting the training loss and training & validation accuracy
graph of the proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system over both the Static and Dynamic training datasets are
presented with the help of Figure 3 below.
The performance of the VGG 19, ResNet 50V2 and InceptionV3 DTL models over both the Static and
Dynamic testing datasets are presented with the help of Tables 3–5. Whereas the ROC curve over the validation
testing dataset, training loss graph and training & validation accuracy graph of these DTL models over both
the training datasets are illustrated with the help of Figures 4–6. Apart from this, performance comparison of
the proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system with the some of the existing state of the art approaches for the
breast cancer classification over the Static and Dynamic testing datasets are also presented in Appendix 3. The
performance of the proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system is much superior as compare to the performance of
these three DTL models and the existing state of the art approaches.The GUI screenshot of the working ”Breast
1812
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Table 2. The performance of the proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” over the Static and Dynamic testing datasets.
Performance
evaluation metrics

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F1 score
Mean square error
Cross entropy loss
AUC
Kappa coeﬀicient

Multiview
breast thermal
image
Static Dynamic
98
99.5
98
98.04
98
100
98
100
98
99.01
0.021 0.019
0.086 0.084
98.2
99.1
0.96
1

Left
view
breast thermal
image
Static Dynamic
83
85
82.35 84.31
83.67 85.71
84
86
83.17 85.15
0.178 0.174
0.66
0.64
90.5
91.4
0.68
0.72

Right
breast
image
Static
87
87.76
86.27
86
86.87
0.151
0.340
92.5
0.72

view
thermal

Frontal view
breast thermal
image
Dynamic Static
Dynamic
87
93
94
86.27
95.74
95.83
87.76
90.57
92.31
88
90
92
87.13
92.78
93.88
0.150
0.071
0.070
0.338
0.451
0.448
92.7
96.5
97.1
0.73
0.88
0.88

Figure 3. The ROC curve, training loss and training & validation accuracy graph of the proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps”
over the Static breast thermal images dataset is represented by a, b, c and over the Dynamic breast thermal images
dataset is represented by d, e, f.

Cancer-Caps” system is illustrated with the help of Appendix 3.
5. Discussion
The proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system based on the capsule network is proved to be very accurate especially
in terms of performing the binary classification of breast cancer thermal images as compared to other deep
transfer learning models. The major reason of employing the capsule network is its ability to deal with aﬀine
transformations and noise, which are very common in the breast infrared thermal images. Initially, the breast
1813
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Table 3. The performance of the VGG19 DTL model over Static and Dynamic testing datasets.
Performance
evaluation metrics

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F1 score
Mean square error
Cross entropy loss
AUC
Kappa coeﬀicient

Multiview
breast thermal
image
Static Dynamic
95
96
94.12 96
95.92 96
96
96
95.05 96
0.071 0.069
0.152 0.149
96.7
97.4
0.96
0.96

Left
view
breast thermal
image
Static Dynamic
82
83
83.3
83.67
80.7
82.35
80
82
81.6
82.8
0.181 0.178
0.68
0.66
89.5
90.5
0.64
0.64

Right
breast
image
Static
86
89.13
83.3
82
85.4
0.174
0.64
91.4
0.68

view
thermal

Frontal view
breast thermal
image
Dynamic Static
Dynamic
88
89
90
91.3
91.4
91.67
85.19
86.7
88.46
84
86
88
87.5
88.6
89.8
0.150
0.148
0.147
0.438
0.438
0.418
92.7
92.7
92.8
0.75
0.76
0.8

Table 4. The performance of the ResNet 50V2 DTL model over Static and Dynamic testing datasets.
Performance
evaluation metrics

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F1 score
Mean square error
Cross entropy loss
AUC
Kappa coeﬀicient

Multiview
breast thermal
image
Static Dynamic
94
95
94
94.12
94
95.9
94
96
94
95.05
0.070 0.068
0.148 0.146
97.1
97.7
0.88
0.96

Left
view
breast thermal
image
Static Dynamic
81
82
80.39 82
81.6
82
82
82
81.19 82
0.184 0.181
0.69
0.68
89.9
89.5
0.61
0.64

Right
breast
image
Static
82
83.3
80.7
80
81.6
0.181
0.68
90.2
0.62

view
thermal

Frontal view
breast thermal
image
Dynamic Static
Dynamic
83
90
91
83.67
95.4
93.6
82.35
85.7
88.68
82
84
88
82.8
89.39
90.7
0.178
0.147
0.145
0.66
0.518
0.511
90.5
92.8
92.9
0.64
0.80
0.82

Table 5. The performance of the InceptionV3 DTL model over Static and Dynamic testing datasets.
Performance
evaluation metrics
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Left
view
breast thermal
image
Static Dynamic
80
82
82.6
84.78
77.7
79.63
76
78
79.17 81.25

Right
breast
image
Static
81
82.98
79.2
78
80.41

view
thermal

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F1 score

Multiview
breast thermal
image
Static Dynamic
89
91
89.8
91.8
88.24 90.2
88
90
88.9
90.9

Mean square error
Cross entropy loss
AUC
Kappa coeﬀicient

0.148
0.438
92.7
0.76

0.187
0.695
89.2
0.6

0.184
0.69
89.9
0.61

0.178
0.66
90.5
0.64

0.145
0.411
92.9
0.82

0.179
0.67
90.1
0.64

Frontal view
breast thermal
image
Dynamic Static
Dynamic
83
84
85
86.67
88.6
88.8
80
80.36
81.8
78
78
80
82.1
82.9
84.21
0.175
0.64
90.8
0.65

0.174
0.64
91.4
0.65
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Figure 4. The ROC curve, training loss and training & validation accuracy graph of the comparison approach based
on VGG19 model over the Static breast thermal images dataset is represented by a, b, c and over the Dynamic breast
thermal images dataset is represented by d, e, f.

Figure 5. The ROC curve, training loss and training & validation accuracy graph of the comparison approach based on
ResNet50V2 model over the Static breast thermal images dataset is represented by a, b, c and over the Dynamic breast
thermal images dataset is represented by d, e, f.
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Figure 6. The ROC curve, training loss and training & validation accuracy graph of the comparison approach based on
InceptionV3 model over the Static breast thermal images dataset is represented by a, b, c and over the Dynamic breast
thermal images dataset is represented by d, e, f.

thermal image of different sizes are tried as input in order to find the best size that offers the least training
time while offering the best accuracy quotient. The proposed capsule network based model offers the highest
training time with input size as 512 × 512, whereas the proposed model offers the best accuracy quotient with
least training time with input of 480 × 120 size breast thermal images. So this input size is used in the research
study for training and testing the “Breast Cancer-Caps” system. The other input sizes that are used in the
experimentation are 512 × 480, 480 × 480, 480 × 240, 480 × 60, etc. The performance comparison along with
the more complex deep transfer learning models in the result section simply proves that the capsule network
based system is more robust and accurate. The parameters associated with the capsule network for the proper
tuning are decided after performing a number of experiments. The capsule network tends to converge at 500
epochs during training, whereas the other three DTL models tends to converge much earlier during training at
either 100 or 200 epochs. Apart from the fact that the capsule network are taking more time to converge, there
is no other drawbacks, which can be associated with this proposed system. As the doctors are more inclined
towards using the breast frontal view for the correct diagnosis as compared to the left and right view. So we
have decided to utilize all the three views along with the newly concatenated multiview breast thermal for
performing the experimentation in this research study.
Remarks: Some of the major insights of the main result are as follows:
1. Multiview breast thermal images are more useful for getting reliable and accurate results in comparison
to the single view images in this research domain. So 3D breast thermal images can be generated and used in
future for better classification accuracy.
2. Multiview thermal images with resolution 480 × 120 is the most appropriate for the training and
testing of this capsule network based ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system. As with this resolution, the proposed
systems offer least training time without compromising on the classification accuracy quotient.
3. The Dynamic acquisition protocol based breast thermal images are far better in comparison to the
1816
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static protocol based breast thermal images in terms of delivering better performance for the breast cancer or
abnormality detection.
6. Conclusion
This proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system based on the capsule network is the first approach, which has
utilized the concept of multiview breast thermal images for the detection of breast cancer abnormality. In this
research study, the concatenated multiview breast thermal images tend to deliver high accuracy in comparison
with conventional single views breast thermal images as these multiview images offer more information to the
proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system. So the concept of multiview breast thermal images could also be used
along with other new and complex deep learning neural networks, which might offers better results in future.
This ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system tends to delivers better results with the help of Dynamic multiview as well
as single view breast thermal images in comparison to the Static breast thermal images. So Dynamic breast
thermal images are proved to be more effective for the correct detection of breast cancer abnormality in general.
It is the single view frontal breast thermal images after the concatenated multiview breast thermal
images, which delivers satisfactory results. The single view left and right breast thermal images are not that
much effective for the detection of breast cancer abnormality as they both offer least testing accuracies values.
The proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system tends to outperform the three deep transfer learning models i.e.
VGG19, ResNet50V2 and InceptionV3. These DTL models are very popular and also deliver good results
in other medical imaging classification tasks. The proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system achieves testing
accuracies of 99.5% and 98% with concatenated multiview Dynamic as well as Static breast thermal images.
The fact that capsule networks perform better in comparison to other conventional neural networks especially
over the augmented datasets is well established and proved in this research study. Capsule network based
”Breast Cancer-Caps” systems perform better in comparison with popular deep transfer learning models such
as ResNet50V2, InceptionV3 and VGG19.
The future work involves the development of single view as well as multiview large size breast thermal
images dataset along with the clinical information of each women volunteer, so this clinical information can also
be taken into account for the breast cancer accurate classification. Apart from this, the quotient of utilizing this
multiview breast thermal images could be used in future along with other advanced 3D CNN networks as well
DTL models for further enhancing the accuracy and robustness. A set up consisting of thermal cameras along
with the proposed ”Breast Cancer-Caps” system can be installed in the hospitals for performing the regular
screening of women breast in order to diagnose any type of breast cancer abnormality and hence can play an
important role in providing proper healthcare.
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Appendix 1
The main objective of this Appendix 1 was to assess the existing research done in this domain of
machine and deep learning application in the classification of breast cancer utilizing the infrared
thermal images. For this purpose, popular research databases on the likes of IEEE Xplore and
PubMed with the particular search items are searched exhaustively. The research studies included
in this appendix are based on the following selection criteria:
1. Only deep learning based approaches for the breast cancer classification using the Infrared
thermal images are included.
2. Only machine learning based approaches for the Breast cancer classification using the
Infrared thermal images are included.
3. The research studies were limited to the interval from 2016 to October 2021.
4. Only classification or detection approaches are included, whereas prediction approaches
utilizing big data are not excluded from this study.
5. The research studies should mention the future direction or at least offer some narrative to
improve the existing work are also included.
The table 1 below simply summarize the search items employed for the searching of these unique
research studies for the Thermography based Breast cancer classification.
Table 1. The list of research article sources and search items used
Research studies sources
IEEE Xplore

PubMed

Search terms
"Breast cancer" AND "Deep learning" AND "Infrared
thermal images" OR “Thermography”
" Breast cancer " AND "CNN" AND “Infrared thermal
images" OR “Thermography”
" Breast cancer " AND "Deep transfer learning" AND
“Infrared thermal images" OR “Thermography”
" Breast cancer " AND "ML" AND “Infrared thermal
images" OR “Thermography” OR “Thermal images”
" Breast cancer " AND "Machine learning" AND
“Infrared thermal images" OR “Thermography” OR
“Thermal images”
filter applied: journals only
Publication year: 2016 to 2021
" Breast cancer" AND "Deep learning" AND "Infrared
thermal images" OR “Thermography”
" Breast cancer " AND "CNN" AND "Infrared thermal
images" OR “Thermography”
" Breast cancer " AND "Deep transfer learning" AND
"Infrared thermal images" OR “Thermography”
" Breast cancer " AND "Machine learning" AND
"Infrared thermal images" OR “Thermography”
" Breast cancer " AND "ML" AND "Infrared thermal
images" OR “Thermography”

Whereas the Graph 1 below simply presents the search results i.e. paper counts of five years i.e.
from 2016 to 2021 illustrating the comparison among the number of research and reviews articles

1

published related to the Breast cancer classification utilizing the thermography images based on
Machine learning and deep learning as per IEEE Xplore and PubMed research databases.

Graph 1. The search results of five years i.e. from 2016 to 2021 illustrating the comparison among
the number of research and reviews articles published related to the Breast cancer classification
utilizing the thermography images based on Machine learning and deep learning as per IEEE
Xplore and PubMed research databases.
A brief comparison among these state of the art Thermography or Infrared thermal images based
Breast cancer classification approaches is presented with the aid of table 2 and 3.
Table 2: Comparison among the major state of the art breast cancer classification approaches
using thermography based on machine learning
Author and
year

Machine learning
classifiers used

Silva et al. and
2016 [1]

BayesNet and Radom
Forest (RF), KNN
classifiers
AdaBoost, SVM, KNN,
NB etc. classifiers

Lashkari et al.
and 2016 [2]

Raghavendra et
al. and 2016[3]
Sathish et al.
and 2017 [4]
Gogoi et al.
and 2017 [5]

KNN, Decision Tree
(DT), NB, PNN, SVM
etc.
Linear, Polynomial,
Gaussian and quadratic
SVM classifier
DT, KNN, SVM, NB,
ANN, RF, LDA and
AdaBoost

Thermal
image lateral
view is used
Frontal view

Thermography
Acquisition protocol
used
Dynamic

Results
(Accuracy Percentage)

Frontal view

-

Frontal view

-

AdaBoost = 85.33 %
(left breast)
AdaBoost = 87.42%
(right breast)
DT = 98%

Frontal view

Static

Gaussian SVM = 91%

Frontal view

Static

SVM = 97.33% (Best)
ANN = of 92.5% (Best)

95.36%

2

Multilayer Perceptron
networks (MLP) and
Extreme Learning
Machines (ELM)
GLCM, GLSZM,
GLRLM, NGTDM
along with LSSVM
classifier
Extreme Learning
Machine (ELM)
Classifier and
Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) Classifier
GLCM, GLRL along
with RF, KNN etc.

Left, right and
frontal view
alone

-

83% (Overall)

Left, right and
frontal view
alone

Static

96%

Frontal view
only

Static

ELM = 100%
MLP = 82.2%

Frontal view
only

Static

RF=95.45%

Logistic regression(LR),
Linear SVM, Quadratic
SVM, Cubic SVM, Fine
Gaussian SVM,
Medium Gaussian
SVM, KNN etc.

Frontal view
only

Static and Dynamic

SVM = 93.3%.

Santana et al.
and 2018 [6]

Madhavi et al.
and 2019 [7]

AlFayez et al.
and 2020 [8]

Mishra et al.
and 2020 [9]
Karthiga et al.
and 2021 [10]

Table 3: Comparison among the major state of the art Breast cancer classification approaches
using Thermography based on Deep learning
Author and year

Which model is used

Roslidar et al. and
2019[11]

ResNet101,
ShuffleNetV2,
DenseNet and
MobileNetV2
ResNet18, ResNet34,
ResNet50, ResNet152,
VGG16 and VGG19
Augmentation method
along with Baseline
CNN Model,
VGG16,
InceptionV3
Convolutional neural
networks optimized by
Bayes algorithm
ResNet-101

Fernández-vies et
al. and 2019 [12]
Yadav et al. and
2020[13]

Ekici et al. and
2020 [14]
Galván et al. and
2021 [15]

Which Thermal
image lateral
view is used
Frontal view
only

Thermography
Acquisition protocol
used
Static and Dynamic

Results
(Accuracy
Percentage)
DenseNet201
= 100%

Frontal view
only

Static

Resnet50 = 98.65%

Frontal view
only

-

Inception V3
= 98.5%

Left, Right and
Frontal alone

Static and Dynamic

98.95%

Frontal view
only

Static

ResNet-101
delivers sensitivity
of 92.3% and
specificity of 53.8%
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Appendix 2
Layer (type)

Output Shape

Param #

input_12 (InputLayer)

[(None, 480, 120, 3)]

0

Conv1 (Conv2D)

(None, 472, 112, 256)

62464

primarycap_conv2d (Conv2D)

(None, 232, 52, 256)

5308672

primarycap_reshape (Reshape)

(None, 386048, 8)

0

primarycap_squash (Lambda)

(None, 386048, 8)

0

digitcaps(CapsuleLayer)

(None, 2, 16)

98828288

capsnet (Length)

(None, 2)

0

Total params: 104,199,424
Trainable params: 104,199,424
Non-trainable params: 0

Table 1: The proposed capsule network model summary for the breast cancer detection utilizing
the infrared thermal images.
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Appendix 3
The confusion matrices of the proposed “Breast Cancer-Caps” system over the test Static and Dynamic breast thermal images datasets
consisting of the 25 breast cancer and 25 normal breast thermal images for each views i.e. multiview, left, right and frontal are presented
with the aid of figures below. In these confusion matrices, true positive means a breast thermal image belongs to a patient diagnosed
with breast cancer and the proposed system correctly classified this breast thermal image as breast cancer or abnormal image. On the
other hand, the false positive means a breast thermal image belongs to a patient diagnosed with breast cancer and the proposed system
incorrectly classified this breast thermal image as a normal image. Whereas the true negative means a breast thermal image belongs to
a healthy or normal patient and the proposed system correctly classified this breast thermal image as a normal image. Finally the false
negative means a breast thermal image belongs to a healthy or normal patient and the proposed system incorrectly classified this breast
thermal image as an abnormal image.
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Similarly the confusion matrices of the systems used for comparison based on VGG19, ResNet50 and InceptionV3 models over the test
Static and Dynamic breast thermal images datasets consisting of the 25 breast cancer and 25 normal breast thermal images for each
views i.e. multiview, left, right and frontal are presented with the aid of figures below.
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Table 1 Performance comparison of the Proposed “Breast Cancer-Caps” system with the existing deep learning based state of the art
approaches for the breast cancer classification over the Static breast thermal images testing dataset
Author and
year
Fernándezvies et al.
and 2019
[1]

Yadav et
al. and
2020[2]

Proposed
Breast
CancerCaps
system

Breast
view
Multi

Accuracy

Precision

Sensitivity

Specificity

MSE

LOSS

AUC

Kappa

94

F1
score
94

94

94

94

0.07

0.448

97.1

0.88

Left

81

82

80.3

81.6

81.1

0.184

0.69

89.9

0.61

Right

82

80

83.3

80.7

81.6

0.181

0.68

90.2

0.62

Frontal

90

84

95.4

85.7

89.3

0.147

0.418

92.8

0.80

Multi

89

88

89.8

88.24

88.9

0.148

0.438

92.7

0.76

Left

80

76

82.6

77.7

79.17

0.187

0.695

89.2

0.6

Right

81

78

82.9

79.2

80.4

0.184

0.69

89.9

0.61

Frontal

84

78

88.6

80.3

82.9

0.175

0.64

90.8

0.65

Multi

98

98

98

98

98

0.021

0.086

98.2

0.96

Left

83

84

82.3

83.6

83

0.178

0.66

90.5

0.68

Right

87

86

87

86.2

86

0.151

0.340

92.5

0.72

Frontal

93

90

95

92

92

0.071

0.151

96.5

0.88
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Table 2 Performance comparison of the Proposed “Breast Cancer-Caps” system with the existing deep learning based state of the art
approaches for the breast cancer classification over the Dynamic breast thermal images testing dataset
Author
and year
Fernándezvies et al.
and 2019
[1]

Yadav et
al. and
2020[2]

Proposed
Breast
CancerCaps
system

Breast
view
Multi

Accuracy

Precision

Sensitivity

Specificity

MSE

LOSS

AUC

Kappa

95.9

F1
score
95

95

96

94.12

0.068

0.452

96.7

0.96

Left

82

82

82

82

82

0.181

0.68

89.5

0.64

Right

83

82

83.6

82.3

82.8

0.178

0.66

90.5

0.64

Frontal

91

88

93.6

88.68

90.7

0.145

0.411

92.9

0.82

Multi

91

90

91.8

90.2

91

0.145

0.411

92.9

0.82

Left

82

78

84.7

79.6

81.2

0.179

0.67

90.1

0.64

Right

83

78

86.6

80

82.1

0.178

0.66

90.5

0.64

Frontal

85

80

88.8

81.8

84.2

0.174

0.64

91.4

0.65

Multi

99.5

98.04

100

100

99.01

0.019

0.084

99.1

1

Left

85

86

84.3

85.7

85.5

0.174

0.640

91.4

0.72

Right

87

88

86.2

87.7

87.1

0.150

0.338

92.7

0.73

Frontal

94

92

95.8

92.31

93.88

0.070

0.148

97.1

0.88
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Figure 1: GUI screenshot of the working “Breast Cancer-Caps” early screening system
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